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Sequential binding of calcium ions to the B-repeat domain of SdrD from *Staphylococcus aureus*


Abstract: Biofilms of live bacteria forming on medical devices and implants contribute significantly to bacterial blood dissemination and to the spread of nosocomial infections. Cell surface SdrD protein plays a key role in the attachment of *Staphylococcus aureus* to the extracellular matrix (ECM) and in the formation of biofilm. SdrD binds calcium ions using its B1–B5 region bearing EF-hand Ca-binding sites, leading to conformational changes in the structure of SdrD. This alters the distance between the bacterial surface and the ECM-interacting domain of SdrD in a spring-like fashion, participating in bacterial attachment. In this study we investigated calcium binding to EF-hand sites of SdrD using isothermal titration calorimetry and determined the impact of this process on SdrD’s thermodynamic stability. This allowed us to propose a model of B1–B5 reorganization upon binding of calcium and to get new insight into the molecular mechanism of SdrD’s action.
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Résumé : Les biofilms de bactéries vivantes qui se forment sur les dispositifs et implants médicaux contribuent sensiblement à la dissémination sanguine des bactéries et à la propagation des infections nosocomiales. La protéine de surface cellulaire SdrD joue un rôle crucial dans l’adhésion de *Staphylococcus aureus* à la matrice extracellulaire et à la formation de biofilm. SdrD se lie aux ions calcium au moyen de sa région B1–B5 renfermant des sites de liaison au Ca de motif « EF-hand », conduisant à des changements conformationnels de la structure de SdrD. Ceci modifie la distance entre la surface bactérienne et le domaine de SdrD interagissant avec la matrice selon un mécanisme rappelant un ressort, rendant ainsi possible l’adhésion de la bactérie. Dans la présente étude, nous avons examiné la liaison du calcium aux sites EF-hand de SdrD au moyen de la calorimétrie de titration isotherme et avons mesuré l’incidence de ce processus sur sa stabilité thermodynamique. Ceci nous a permis de proposer un modèle de réorganisation des domaines B1–B5 déclenchée par la liaison au calcium, et d’élargir notre conception des rouages moléculaires de l’activité de SdrD. [Traduit par la Rédaction]

Mots-clés : *Staphylococcus aureus*, liaison au calcium, calorimétrie à titrage isotherme, calorimétrie à balayage différentiel, dénaturation thermique de protéines, modèle de liaison séquentiel.

Introduction

*Staphylococcus aureus* is a major concern for human health because of its pathogenicity leading to various diseases, such as endocarditis, osteomyelitis, and skin infections (Mongkolrattanathai et al. 2003). The emergence of antibiotic-resistant forms of *S. aureus* and the increasing number of nosocomial infections with this germ has become a worldwide problem in medicine (Diekema et al. 2001; Lowy 2003; Gordon and Lowy 2008). To circumvent this resistance and (or) to find new antibiotics, it is necessary to understand the mechanisms of action of *S. aureus* infection and pathogenesis. Among the critical steps of infection in the hospital environment is the attachment of *S. aureus* to the extracellular matrix (ECM) and the formation of biofilm composed of live bacteria. This biofilm can form on indwelling medical devices, such as catheters or implants, leading to blood dissemination and sepsis. Many proteins have been shown to contribute to biofilm formation in staphylococci (Speziale et al. 2014). SdrD is one of the cell surface...
components implicated in this process. It belongs to a family of at least 5 other serine-aspartate repeat-containing proteins, including fibrinogen binding clumping factors ClfA and ClfB, sharing both organizational and sequence similarity with other family members (Josefsson et al. 1998a). SdrD bears several domains including a ligand binding region A located in its central part and composed of N1, N2, and N3 domains, followed by a region B composed of B1–B5 domains bearing EF-hand Ca2+-binding sites. It was shown that a Ca2+-free B1–B5 region displays a mostly unfolded conformation and that binding of Ca2+ to high-affinity sites in this region leads to formation of a compact conformation with a solvent-shielded hydrophobic core (Josefsson et al. 1998a). Further study of thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of the interaction of domains B1–B5 with Ca2+ leads to the hypothesis that B-repeats may act as springs that modulate the distance between the interactive A region and the bacterial cell surface (Josefsson et al. 1998b). This was also suggested by a more recent study in which the crystal structure of the interface between the ligand-binding domain and the region B of SdrD (N2–N3–B1) was solved (Wang et al. 2013). To further elucidate the mechanism of SdrD–ligand interaction, we monitored the stability of the B1–B5 region at different temperatures using a combination of differential scanning calorimetry and isothermal titration calorimetry. We demonstrated that even in the absence of calcium ions, certain B1–B5 domains are well structured. We also showed that B1–B5 domains bind calcium ions in a sequential way. This enabled us to propose a new model of sequential structuralization of SdrD upon Ca2+ binding associated with a step-wise shrinking of domains B1 to B5. These findings advance our understanding of S. aureus biofilm formation and could help future studies directed at designing novel antibacterial agents.

**Materials and methods**

**Protein expression and purification**

The B1–B5 region of SdrD of S. aureus (strain Newman) was expressed and purified as described previously (Josefsson et al. 1998b). Apo state was obtained by adding 1 mmol/L EDTA followed by dialysis against 50 mmol/L cacodylate buffer. Protein concentration was determined using a molar extinction coefficient of 68 200 L/(mol·cm) at 278 nm.

**Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)**

Binding of Ca2+ ions to the B1–B5 domains of SdrD was analyzed by ITC using a MCS-ITC instrument at 25 °C in 50 mmol/L cacodylate buffer, pH 7.5. The concentration of the B1–B5 region in the calorimetric cell ranged from 0.02 to 0.03 mmol/L, whereas calcium concentration in the syringe varied from 3 to 5 mmol/L. The heat of dilution was measured by injecting the calcium solution into the protein-free buffer solution; the value obtained was subtracted from the heat of reaction to obtain the effective heat of binding. Data were analyzed using the FIT software developed in CRO2 (Aix Marseille University, France) and were fitted with the “sequential binding sites” model (Tsvetkov et al. 2010; Malesinski et al. 2015). Thus, affinity constant ($K_a$) and enthalpy changes ($\Delta H$) for each binding site were obtained, and the Gibbs energy ($\Delta G$) and the entropy variations ($\Delta S$) were calculated according to the standard thermodynamic equations.

**Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)**

Heat denaturation measurements were determined with a MicroCal VP-DSC instrument in 0.51 mL cells at a heating rate of 1 K/min. Experiments were performed in 50 mmol/L cacodylate buffer in the presence of 2 mmol/L EDTA or 2 mmol/L CaCl$_2$, pH 7.5. Protein concentration varied from 1.5 to 2.1 mg/mL. Curves were corrected for the instrumental baseline obtained by heating the solvent used for protein solution. The reversibility of denaturation was checked routinely by sample reheating after cooling in the calorimetric cell. The denaturation parameters were determined assuming that the molecular mass of the B1–B5 fragment is 60 793 Da and the partial specific volume is 0.72 cm$^3$/g. To analyze functions of excess heat capacity, MicroCal Origin software was used. The errors in the parameters of individual transitions obtained by deconvolution of complex endotherms did not exceed ±10% for transition enthalpy and ±0.6 °C for transition temperature.

**Circular dichroism (CD)**

CD spectra were recorded on a Jasco J-715 spectropolarimeter equipped with Peltier-type temperature control system model PTC-423S/L ("Jasco", Japan). The cells had a light path of 0.02 and 1.0 cm, and protein concentration was 0.25 (far-UV CD) and 1.27 mg/mL (near-UV CD). CD spectra were acquired in 50 mmol/L cacodylate, 1 mmol/L CaCl$_2$, pH 7.5 buffer. For continuous melting of the samples, the temperature was increased at a rate of 1 K/min (as for DSC), and the transition temperatures were determined from the peaks on the first temperature derivatives of the melting profiles. The results were expressed as molar ellipticity, [θ] (deg cm$^2$/dmol), on the basis of a mean amino acid residue weight (MRW) of 108 (Garnier et al. 1998). The molar ellipticity was determined as [θ] = (θ × 100 MRW/|c|), where c is the protein concentration in milligrams per millilitre, l is the light path length in centimeters, and θ is the measured ellipticity in degrees.

**Results and discussion**

To reveal the presence of tertiary structure in calcium-free B-repeat domain of SdrD (B1–B5), we used differential scanning calorimetry (Tsvetkov et al. 2005). Temperature dependence of the partial molar heat capacity of (B1–B5) in apo state (Fig. 1A, dotted line) shows a large denaturation peak between 35 and 60 °C. The denaturation profile of B1–B5 in the absence of calcium ions is similar to that of another calcium-binding pro-
tein, calcium vector protein (CaVP), which possesses 2 canonical and 2 abortive EF-hands (Baladi et al. 2001). Two out of 4 EF-hand domains of CaVP are well structured even in the absence of calcium, while the saturation of CaVP with calcium leads to structuralization of the entire protein (Baladi et al. 2001). Contrary to the denaturation of CaVP for which the 2 EF-hand motifs denature as a single domain, the denaturation peak of calcium-free B1–B5 can be deconvoluted in 2 “non-two-state” transitions with denaturation temperatures of 44.5 and 53.7 °C (Fig. 1, Table 1). The ratios of Van’t Hoff to calorimetric entropy ($R$), which indicate the number of do-
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mains melted in a deconvoluted peak, are equal to 0.65 and 1.4, respectively (Table 1). These data clearly demonstrate the presence of more than 1 folding unit (domain) with a tertiary structure in the B1–B5 region even in the absence of calcium ions. The fact that R value is not an integer for both peaks, while their sum is close to 2, allows us to hypothesize that one of the B-repeats can exist in a slow equilibrium between 2 different conformations, which have different stability and consequently melt at different temperatures.

These findings confirm previously published a hypothesis regarding the existence of 2 different kinds of B-motifs (Josefsson et al. 1998a), which would imply that there are at least 2 types of Ca$^{2+}$ binding sites with different binding parameters. Nevertheless, Josefsson et al. (1998b), with the help of flow dialysis, demonstrated that each B-motif binds calcium ions with the same constant $3.3 \times 10^3$ M$^{-1}$ and positive cooperativity with a Hill coefficient of 1.45. They also reported the existence of 10 noncooperative sites with a binding constant of about $5.3 \times 10^3$ M$^{-1}$. To resolve this contradiction, we decided to investigate calcium interaction with domains B1–B5 using ITC, which provides full thermodynamic characterization of interaction (Fig. 1B). Binding of calcium ions to the B-repeat region of SdrD was analyzed using a MCS-ITC instrument at 25 °C in 50 mmol/L cacodylate buffer at pH 7.5. Isotherm of calcium binding to the B-repeat was fitted with a “sequential binding sites” model, since no other simpler models provided good experimental data description (Table 2). The thermodynamic data demonstrated that the analyzed fragment of SdrD has calcium-binding sites of high and low affinity association constants (Table 2, Fig. 1B). The best-fitting results were obtained with the 5 sequential binding sites model, which was the most appropriate model considering that the B1–B5 domains of SdrD consist of 5 calcium-binding EF-hand motifs. Table 2 shows that binding of the first 2 calcium ions is mostly entropy-driven ($\Delta S > 0$), which points to burying of the hydrophobic residues upon binding of 2 calcium ions to the B1–B5 region. This burying could occur within a single B-repeat because of the significant conformational changes induced by calcium ions or because of interaction between 2 B-repeats through a hydrophobic interface. Binding of the third and fourth calcium ions is strongly entropy-unsatisfactory, which is compensated by high favorable enthalpy of interaction ($\Delta H < 0$). Such a thermodynamic profile could be explained by entropy-unsatisfactory structuralization of these 2 unfolded B-repeats in apo state. As with the first sites, binding of the last calcium ion is driven by entropy. This indicates that the domain is already structured, since the interaction is not accompanied by entropy-unsatisfactory structuralization, as in the case of binding of third and fourth calcium ions. Thus, ITC data demonstrate that 2 repeats in the B1–B5 fragment are structured in apo form. It also shows that the binding of the third calcium ion leads to structuralization of 1 B-repeat, while the fourth calcium ion induces structuralization of the last 2 B-repeats. This is also confirmed by more unfavorable enthalpy in comparison with the third site. Previously, it was shown that each B-repeat is able to bind 2 auxiliary calcium ions with much lower constants (Josefsson et al. 1998b). Nevertheless, the ITC binding isotherm did not reveal any heat exchange after saturation of the 5 sites, when the molar ratio of calcium ions concentration to B1–B5 fragment concentration in solution upon titration exceeds 5. This can be explained by slow kinetics of calcium binding to auxiliary sites (Josefsson et al. 1998b) or by a very low enthalpy of interaction; in this last case, calcium binding to auxiliary sites would be entropy driven with solvent rearrangement associated with burying of hydrophobic areas.

To confirm the global structuralization of the B1–B5 region upon its saturation with calcium ions, we carried out DSC melting of B1–B5 in the presence of 2 mmol/L CaCl$_2$ (Fig. 1A, solid line). Thermal denaturation of Ca$^{2+}$-bound B1–B5 demonstrates cooperative transition with a melting temperature centered on 60.9 °C with a shoulder around 70 °C (Fig. 1, Table 1). Deconvolution of calorimetric peak on 2 “non-two-state” transitions revealed that

### Table 1. Thermodynamic parameters of thermal denaturation of B1–B5 domains of SdrD in 50 mmol/L cacodylate buffer, pH 7.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>$T_1$ (°C)</th>
<th>$\Delta H_1$ (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>$\Delta H_{v1}$ (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$T_2$ (°C)</th>
<th>$\Delta H_2$ (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>$\Delta H_{v2}$ (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>$R$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Apo</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>380.0</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>221.0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** DSC, differential scanning calorimetry. The errors in the parameters of individual transitions obtained by deconvolution of complex endotherms did not exceed ±10% for transition enthalpy and ±0.6 °C for transition temperature.

### Table 2. Thermodynamic parameters of calcium binding to the B1–B5 domains of SdrD in 50 mmol/L cacodylate buffer, pH 7.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$K_a$ (M$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta H$ (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>$\Delta S$ (cal/mol·K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(9.6±4.4)×10$^4$</td>
<td>-1.3±0.5</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(6.0±2.6)×10$^7$</td>
<td>1.2±0.6</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(8.1±0.7)×10$^4$</td>
<td>-19.1±0.4</td>
<td>-41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(5.2±0.4)×10$^4$</td>
<td>-25.4±0.8</td>
<td>-63.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(0.9±0.1)×10$^4$</td>
<td>2.6±0.6</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the main peak at 60.3 °C corresponds to independent denaturation of 5 equal domains, since the ratio of calorimetric enthalpy to Van’t Hoff enthalpy is close to 5 (Table 2) and close to the temperature of denaturation of tertiary structure (62.2 °C) followed by near-UV CD melting (Fig. 2). The second deconvolution peak at 70.6 °C is most probably due to denaturation of elements of secondary structure, since it has very low enthalpy of denaturation and a $R$ factor of <0.1. In addition, this value is close to the temperature of denaturation of the secondary structure (74.1 °C) followed by far-UV CD (Fig. 2).

On the basis of our data and previous reports (Josefsson et al. 1998a, 1998b; Wang et al. 2013), we propose a model of B1–B5 region reorganization upon calcium binding, which is summarized in Fig. 3. In the absence of Ca$^{2+}$, the B1–B5 region of SdrD is globally unfolded but with 2 well-structured domains (Fig. 3A). The functional role of these folded domains could consist of buffering the calcium signal, which would allow SdrD not to shrink before calcium concentration achieves a certain threshold value (Figs. 3B, 3C). As soon as calcium concentration reaches a threshold level, the B1–B5 fragment binds the next calcium ion and shrinks for the first time (Fig. 3D). B1–B5 fragment shrinking is more important at the second threshold, since the next calcium ion binding leads to structuralization of 2 EF-hand domains (Fig. 3E). Further increases in calcium concentration do not impact dramatically on the distance between N- and C-terminus of SdrD, still it could be modulated by a fifth calcium ion, which can induce interdomain interaction (Fig. 3F).

Even though the exact mechanism of SdrD action is still not completely elucidated, we believe that the sequential Ca$^{2+}$ mechanism described here has important biological significance in S. aureus infections. Indeed, metal chelators have long been part of the molecular arsenal to fight microbes. In particular, since Ca$^{2+}$ has been shown to modulate the architecture and topography of S. aureus biofilms (Shukla and Rao 2013), a great hope has been to use Ca$^{2+}$ chelators to prevent S. aureus infection by perturbing the early step of its infection (i.e., attachment and biofilm formation) (Banin et al. 2006). Recently, 2 simultaneous studies have shown that S. aureus clumping factor B was implicated in biofilm formation in the absence of calcium (Abraham and Jefferson 2012) and that calcium chelating agents could have an opposite effect on biofilm formation, depending...
Fig. 3. Model of SdrD functioning as a molecular spring, which shrinks upon calcium binding. (A) In apo state, 3 of 5 B-repeats are unfolded, which allow the N2 and N3 domains to stay as far as possible from the Staphylococcus aureus wall; (B, C) binding of the first 2 calcium ions leads to local conformational changes in corresponding B-repeats but does not impact overall structure; (D) one of the unfolded B-repeats structured upon next calcium ion binding; (E) binding of fourth calcium ion leads to structuring of 2 B-repeats; and (F) binding of last calcium ion does not impact overall structure.

on the strain background (Abraham et al. 2012). We believe that this paradoxal effect of chelator dependence on the strain could be related to the presence of SdrD or another Ca-dependent receptor with a different number of B-domains (Josefsson et al. 1998a). Studying the distribution and relative expression of these different receptors will continue to improve the understanding of molecular aspects of adhesion and biofilm formation, a necessary step to develop strategies against S. aureus spreading.
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